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Introduction

Tiara is a complete NFT solution placing a special
focus on metaverse and virtual reality. Tiara offers
an immersive experience and a more personal way
to enjoy NFTs.

Tiara allows users to buy, mint and sell NFTs on its
marketplace. Certified collections will be listed to
guarantee users the authenticity of the collection
they are buying.

You will then be able to display your collection in
the various galleries offered by Tiara. Tiara 's
galleries are also customizable. These features will
be available through Tiara Metaverse. 



Introduction

Tiara Metaverse will offer a completely virtual
experience replicating as many use cases as
possible from real world. It will possible to buy
land, promote business in slots or stream a
concert. 
 
Another important point is that Tiara aims to
address untapped markets and therefore real
world use cases by offering frameworks such as
ticketing, digital e-commerce, etc.



Binance Smart Chain blockchain is therefore a perfect tech
and a perfect match for Tiara. This is one of the fastest
blockchain network with extremely low operating fees. The
efficiency creates a valuable user experience and the low fees
allow everyone to participate.

Finally, Tiara will have its own DAO to onboard community in
some of the decisions, vote on system upgrades, new features
and new services.

Introduction



What Is an NFT?

“In the real world, we have
laws and deeds to prove and
protect the ownership of
valuable assets; in the virtual
world, we now have NFTs”

An NFT is a digital asset that represents real-world
objects like art, music, in-game items and videos. They
are bought and sold online, frequently with
cryptocurrency, and they are generally encoded with
the same underlying software as many cryptos.

Although they’ve been around since 2014, NFTs are
gaining notoriety now because they are becoming an
increasingly popular way to buy and sell digital artwork.



NON-FUNGIBLE TOKEN (NFT)

NFTs exist on a blockchain, which is a distributed public ledger

that records transactions. You’re probably most familiar with

blockchain as the underlying process that makes

cryptocurrencies possible.

An NFT is created, or “minted” from digital objects that

represent both tangible and intangible items, including:

•Art

•GIFs

•Videos and sports highlights

•Collectibles

•Virtual avatars and video game skins

•Music



What is the metaverse?

Science fiction writer Neal Stephenson coined

the term “metaverse” in his 1992 book Snow

Crash, using it to mean a computer-generated

universe. It is generally understood to be a

highly immersive, shared virtual world where

people gather to play games, socialise and to

work.



What is the
metaverse?

It’s also tied to the development of Web3.0, which

some believe will be the next chapter of the

internet’s existence — one built on blockchains that,

theoretically, will democratise access and power and

weaken the grip of the biggest tech companies.

In an idealized metaverse, every single user shares a

single virtual world, where items and property

persist for everyone between online sessions. For

technical reasons, though, many modern metaverse-

like spaces end up splitting users into sharded

servers where a small subset of users can interact.



The difference
of Tiara
Marketplace

Tiara is not only a marketplace for custom crypto assets of content
creators such as digital artists, model creators, but also a distributed

network built on Binance that enables their trade without a middleman.

It is necessary for creators to turn their piece of work into NFTs by filling
in a form on the website and attaching their images and other information

like a listing price. 

It is noticeable that most NFT websites tend to focus on one field, but this
platform consists of a wide range. Digital artworks, trading cards, plus
utility tokens and even parcels of virtual land are examples of NFTs on

Tiara’s marketplace. 

Tiara will offer a completely virtual experience replicating as many use
cases as possible from real world. it will possible to buy land, promote

business in slots or stream a concert.



The difference of
Tiara Marketplace

Jump into a full metaverse
experience.
Buy and get a piece of Tiara Metaverse virtual
worlds. Retrieve and showcase your NFT
collections in your personalized 3D gallery.
Fully integrated with the Tiara Metaverse !

Gallery VR
Tiara is developing a unique way to
experience NFTs. Magnify your NFTs in our
full, 3D virtual reality experience. With or
without a VR headset, Tiara supports multi-
platforms. You’ll feel right at home in Tiara
Galleries.

Imagine your own virtual gallery. Set the 3D
room as you wish. Put your NFTs on the walls.
Play your NFT songs and invite your friends to
join you in the gallery.



METAVERSE has become clearer than ever. Tech giants,
especially Facebook, with the decision to change their name
to META, have really clearly demonstrated their ambition to
lead in this future trillion-dollar field.

People can socialize through a 3D environment in real time
to form an economy. Although it is a society, a virtual world
on the Internet, it is closely and instantaneously connected
to the real world owned by users.

In this world, Tiara focuses on developing and building a
marketplace platform with the goal and ambition of creating
an e-commerce platform that connects buyers and sellers
(metaverse marketplace).

TIARA META MARKETPLACE!
The difference of
Tiara Marketplace



The difference of
Tiara Marketplace

A metaverse marketplace super-platform with the most detailed
AI application will create a perfect trading platform, where
customers will have the most authentic experiences from the
service of AI robots. In this way, smart service providers will collect
even the smallest data from customers.
Tiara meta marketplace is definitely a perfect trading platform!

TIARA META MARKETPLACE - AI



NFT Marketplace Gamefi
Gamefi has been developing strongly. Most of the Games on the
market have a separate NFT marketplace for NFT items and
NFT characters in the game.
Tiara builds a separate catalogue for the gamefi field. Game
developers and Tiara's partners can put their Game avatars on
the gallery to sell and introduce games. Game developers can
also attract a large number of users from Tiara marketplace to
join and play their Games.

The difference of Tiara Marketplace



Marketplace Metaverse Gamefi
The difference here is that the characters and products representing the Game will be
displayed at Tiara's VR exhibition hall. With realistic images, vivid sound effects, an AI Robot
of Tiara installed in the VR exhibition hall will fully introduce game information and character
information. This helps users to understand the Game quickly, as well as helps Game
developers to promote their Game representative image to the community in a smart way.

The difference of
Tiara Marketplace



Items can be auctioned on Tiara platform. For example, you

have just finished drawing a very valuable digital picture and

you want to sell it as NFT. Others can see it and take pictures of

it, but it is of no value to them because it does not prove that

the painting is in their own possession. The core NFT problem

solved here is that the "ownership" is authenticated by the

network. You then upload it to Tiara platform that supports NFT

generation. From here, your work is tied to the address of a

smart contract, and tradable. You bid and be auctioned on the

floor. You will need to pay a small fee to list it on the NFT

exchange. Whoever accepts to buy your work, means they buy

ownership of it. It doesn't belong to you anymore. 

AUCTION



Generating product from the minting of an
NFT incurs a service fee payable using TTI

tokens. Buyers and sellers can transact
collectibles offered on the Tiara NFT

marketplace with almost negligible costs.

FEE

Tiara provides authors with the right to set a
percentage of royalties on their work. It means
that they are entitled to a certain percentage of
the sale price of the artwork if the work is sold
to others. For instance, if a piece of digital art

listed a 10% royalty, the creator would receive
10% of any consequent sale of that art.

ROYALTY SYSTEM



TTI Token
Tiara’s goal is to eventually
transfer power to a software-
based system controlled by
users

TTI is a native cryptocurrency of Tiara, which
plays a critical role in maintaining and operating
its platform. In addition to the payment function,
TTI tokens provide users with the right to vote on
prestigious works. 

However, voting with TTI is non-binding, and the
top priority of Tiara company is user decisions.
Tiara advances towards a software-based system
controlled by users called the Tiara DAO
(Decentralized Autonomous Organization).
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TOTAL SUPPLY: 160,000,000 TTI

The initial generation of TTI is
programmed by a smart contract

running on Binance and will be
distributed as follow

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


A project roadmap is a high-level
overview of your project deliverables,
key milestones, and overall project
goals

Roadmap

Phase 1.1

Building the project
and raising capital by
selling Seed rounds
Developing ideas to
launch the Testnet
version of the NFT
marketplace

Phase 1.2
Opening Private Sale round
Developing Tiara community through
marketing programs
Completing the process of giving Airdrop
to the community
Launch the Testnet version of the NFT
exchange
Using the NFT exchange testnet version to
trade in BNB by the community of holders
and airdrops
Developing the Mainnet version

Phase 1.3
Private Beta
Tiara account creation
Several predefined galleries to
customize

Phase 1.4
IDO project on the exchange
Open Beta NFT marketplace
Basic sale, auction /minting
feature

Phase 1



A project roadmap is a high-level
overview of your project deliverables,
key milestones, and overall project
goals

Roadmap

Phase 2.1
Launch marketplace on main
net
CEX listing
Marketing toward influencers
and Social Media Promotions
Complete the Mobile version of
Tiara marketplace
Supported platform: iOS/
Android/ Mac/ PC

Phase 2.2
Launch the NFT Game – Play to
Earn demo
Marketing for NFT Game
Launch the NFT Game mobile -
demo
Launch NFT Game auction
function
Open to partnerships

Phase 2.3
Upgrading AI features to help
analyze the psychology of AI NFT
owners to create the features that
owners want
Launch the NFT game to the
mainnet
Developing NFT Game combined
with Metaverse
Finish and upgrading the NFT
exchange

Phase 2.4
List more CEX
Build a plan to apply AI to
the NFT galleries
Bring the AI demo to the
NFT exchange by creating
an art gallery on Tiara's NFT
with the application of said
AI

Phase 2



A project roadmap is a high-level
overview of your project deliverables,
key milestones, and overall project
goals

Roadmap

Phase 3.1
Attracting traditional
institutional investors to join
and invest in TIARA NFT's
global businesses
AI NFT PsycLaunching
prediction marketho and Voice
Combination
Making TIARA token become
an important economic value
support and indicator of
performance

Phase 3.2
COMING SOON

Phase 3.3
COMING SOON

Phase 3.4
COMING SOON

Phase 3



TERMS OF USE

• This whitepaper will not and cannot be regarded as
an invitation to enter into an investment. The TTI tokens
are just a utility token which can be used only on the
Tiara platform and is not intended to be used as an
investment.

• The offering of TTI tokens on a trading platform is
performed in order to allow the use of the Tiara platform
and not for speculative purposes, and is not a security.

• Tiara is not to be considered as advisor in any legal,
tax or financial matters. Any information in the
whitepaper is given for general information purpose
only, and Tiara does not provide any guarantees of the
accuracy and wholeness of this information. 



• In the case of Tiara business model, the whitepaper or terms
are adjusted by the new provisions in the law, token
purchasers must acknowledge and understand that Tiara will
not be responsible for any direct or indirect loss or damage
caused by such changes.

• Tiara will try its best to launch its operations and develop the
platform, but it does not provide any guarantee for achieving
that. TTI tokens will be issued by a technical process referred
to as a blockchain. This is an open source IT protocol over
which the company has no rights or liability in terms of its
development and operation. The token distribution mechanism
will be controlled by a Smart Contract. Therefore, anyone
buying TTI tokens must be aware that Tiara assumes no
liability or responsibility for any loss or damage that would
result from or relate to the incapacity to use TTI tokens, except
in case of intentional misconduct or severe negligence.

TERMS OF USE


